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1. INTRODUCTION

The- purpose of this paper is to indicate a few major aspects of a special
type of taxes refe~red to as cales taxes~ It is not the author's intention to
discuss the general economy of these taxes" Neither v i Ll he deal with all
technical details of the different ·caxes belonging to this category. He rather
aims at mentioning,": a -:f'e1rJ points 'liJhich should serve as a guideline for a more
detailed discussion of the subject during the seminar ~t Addis Ababa to be held
~n October 19730

Definitions

The term "sales taxes" refers to a large number of taxes the main commun
denominator of which is i~at they are imposed on transactions concerning goods~

Generally~ the main feature of these transactions is the passing of title of
ownership by one person to another, but this criterion is at the same time too
broad and too narl'OW~ It is too broad in the sense that transactions in the
private~ i.e~ no~commercial~ sp4ere are generally excluded from the framework
of sales taxes" Some't i.mes , other taxes are imposed on SUC~l transactions, e"grt
stamp or re~istration duties in the case of transactions involving securities
and real property, respectivelyo The criterion is too narrrn; because sales
taxes may also be imposed in cases vJherp no title of ownership passes but wher-e
economically speaking the transaction is tantamount to a delivery and the passing
of a power over the good~ Thus? a transaction between an enterprises and its
branch office is very similar to. a "sa~_eil and may t~erefore bea taxable event"

2 G FORr,1S OF SAL1~ TliXES

Sales taxes may be special or &enetal taxes. ~hey are special if they app~

to a, limited number of goods enurnerated in the law; if not so enumerated t they
are not taxableo The tax8C are general if they apply to all goods unless
specifically exemptedc

Sales taxes may be sinGle or multi-stage taxes~ They are single if they are
Lmpos edionIy once .in the manufacturing and distribution pr-oces s , 'They are multi-
stage taxes if they apply at se7eral or all staces of manufacture and distrib-
ution. .

I:any countries apply~ng a general sales tax impose it at several stage and
most of them apply it n-ot only to goods but to services as Hell. I<ulti-sta€,'e
taxes may be cu:nnlative or non-cumulative"l

A cumulative multi-stage tax is a tax, the base of which includes the tax
base at the previous sta~e or stagese In fact, there is a double cumulative
effect beca~se tht tax base includes also (except sometimes at the very first
stage) the tax paid at pr i or- stagesn This cumu.Lat i ve effect wi Ll. be explained
in the next section.

A nonccumu.Ia't i.ve multi-stace tax is a tax, the base of whacn does not
include prior tax basesr;
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Cumulative multi-stage taxes, also referred to as "cascadelt taxes, increa3e
with the number of staGes of manufacture and distribution. Non-cumulative taxes
will also increase, of course, but this increase is only due to the increase in
value of the Good at "intermediate stages (the "mark_uptt of wholesalers and
retailers, for instance~ In fact, the tax is just as high as a single tax
imposed at the retail stage would beo

The most wi de Iy applied type of non-cumulative multi-etagc tax is the value
added tax (V.A.To, also referred to as tax on value added = T.V~A.)$

31'1 THE HEC HANrsr OF SALLS TAl~ES

In order to evaluate the incidence of sales taxes _ this subject will be
discussed in the next section of this paper - it is necessary to deal with the
technical aspects of the main types of general sales tax, for which the term
"mechanism ll is used throughout this section. .

(a) The mechanism of the sinr-;le sales tax is rather simple~ especially if
the tax is imposed at the retail stage. Uhetehr a retaii sales tax is
desirable from an administrative point of view is a different matter
which will be discusGed in section 5 of this paper.

As soon as a retailer sells a good, he becomes liable to the tax.
There are two ways of caiculating the tax and to reflect it in priceso

If a product is sold for 100, and if the tax is 10;~, the customer
may have to pay

either 100 ~ 10 = 110 (in which case the retailer must pay
10 to the Revenue);

-- or 100 (in which case the retailer must pay app~ox. 9,09 to the
R;venue 1/; in this case the net price of the product is only
90~90.

Samet imes, the tax is payable on the net price including' taxo Hith
the same figures, the two possibilities are:

- either 100 -to- 11.11 = 111.11 y' (tax payable = Ll.. 11) ;
- or 100 T,d th a tax payable of Ll., 11 again, but in this case the

net price of the product is only 88.89 11·
It is easy to see, that only the first method of calculation is
simple enough to be applied on a general scale~

100 4]j According to the formula: tax 110 x 100 ;: 91'1 0909; effective rate Iljo.

Y According to the formula: price ;:~ x 100 = 111.11; tax is 11"11%,,

l! The tax here wouLd in fact be 12.5%tl
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llhere single sales taxes are imposed at other than retail stages,
particular problems may arise. A few of these problems are:

in order to obtain the same revenue, the rate must be higher than the
rate of a retail tax;

provisions must be made for cases wher-e the taxable person (lvholesaler
or manuf'.ic'turer ) also engages in retail sales;

provisions must be made when one taxable person supplies goods to
another taxable person, because such supplies should be basically
exempt under the system of a single tax.

(b) The following is an example of a cumulative multi-stage tax.

A manufacturer t1 purchases goods for his manufacturing purposes, including
office equipment. These first supplies are supposed to amount tc 1,000,000
increased by a l~ t ax, AI-it is further.a~~umed 'thai

the manufacturer produces 1,000 units; ,
he sells each unit at a price of 1,500 (the 500 representing Labour and
profit) without tax;

the who Leea Ler-t s U mark-up is again 500;
the retailer R adds 400 to the price;
the tax is levied at 10/0 at all sta6es.

Net price to: +t~x at 10~ Total Mark-up
purchase
price

Net
sales
price

Tax payable

M. = 1,000,900

H. ::: 1~600,OOO

R. == 2,260,000

Consumer: 2 ,886 ,000

Total tax paid

100,000

160,000

226,000

288,600

1,100,000

1,760,000

2,486,000

~42-J~:!g~~

500 ,000

5°0,000

400,000

1,600,000

2,2'60,000

2,886,000

100,000

160,000

226,000

288,600

Remarks: (a) MIs net purchase price returns in the tax base of ii and R.

M'S mark-up also returns in the tax base of H and R.

W's mark-up returns in the tax base of R•

.~ F9r the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the supplies together
·constit~te the first stage. In reality, there will be several prior"
stages, of course.



(b) The tax paid by liP s supplier (100,000) returns in the tax base
of For, lJ and R"
The tax paid by tI (160,000) returns in the tax base of lJ and R"
The tax paid by i.J (226,000) returns in the tax base of R.

(0) If ~ would sell directly to the consumer, there are two
possibilities"

(i) If he sells at the t.ho LesaLe price (= 1,600,000), the tax
would be 260,000 and the customer would pay 1,760,000.

(ii) If he adds the marks-up of Hand R (500,000 and 4°0,000
respecitvely), j',I's net sales price uoul d be 2,500,OOOd
In that case, total tax HOu::'cl be 350,000, and "the customer
w ouId pay 2,750,000.

alternative (ii) shows clear~y that the increase of tax is on~y

due to the m~s-uPt and that Eart of the cwnulative effect is
avoided by reducin~_the stages from 4 to 2, by eliminating
11 and R.

(c) Value added tax is the most widely used type cf a non-cumulative
multi-stage tax. In the f'o l Low i ng' exampl e s the same assumptions are
made as in the previous example. The difference is that at each stage
only the "value added" is taxed. This can be achieved by three
methods, v i z s ,

(a)

(b)

The addition method. under which the various components added
to the,purchase pri~e (labour, profit, and the like) ar~ taken
together. In the previous ,example, this was 5°0,000 for d and
400,000 for Ho

The substraction method, under which the total net purchase
price is substracted,from the total sales net price. In the
previous excrnpLe t thi s vro'uLd result 'in the follovling:

- H: net sales
500,000;

prices 2.100~000j net purchase ~rice 1;600,000 =
. --,

_ d: ~ sales price ~;100(000; net 'purchase price .2.500,000 =
400~0009

(0) The credit method, under which the tax paid to the suppliers is
credited aGainst t~e tax payable; in other words, one deducts
from the tax payable on sales the tax already paid by the
supplier0

It is this third method uh i ch is followed in the example.

Net price V.A.T~ Price I,lark-up Net VeA"T. Credit Tax pavabLe
to ---

paid to incl.. on net sales thereon for-- -_._-
supplier V.A.. Tn price price V•.A.~.
(1010) ---

pa.id

1,000,000 100,000 -- 100,000
Mo = 1,000,000 100,000 l~lOO,OOO 5°0 :, 000 1,5°9,000 15°,~00 100,000 50 ,000

H. = 1,500,000 150fOOO 1,650~000 500 , 000 21°00,000 200,000 150,000 5°,000
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R. == 2,000,000

C. = 2,400,000

Total tax paid

200,000

240,000

.- 5

2,20~,000 400,000

2,640.1000
=====-===

2,400,000 " 240,000 200,000 40,000

240,000
===~===

Remarks: (a) If under a sin~le sales tax the most simple method is used (see (a)
above), the result would have been the same: 10% tax on a sales'
price of 2,400,000 = 240,000.

(b) If n. would sell d i.rec t Iy to the consumer, there are tHO possib i Li>
ties again:

(i) If he sells at the uhol esal.e price (1,500,000), the tax wouLd
be 150,000, of ~mich 100,000 is paid through 1:'s suppliers,
and (150,000 - IOO~OOO) ='50,000 by ~.

(ii) If ~L adds the marks-up of :.r and R (500,000 and 400,000
r.especitvely), I'~ts net sales price wouI d be 2,400,000 and the
ta](-would amount to 240,000, of which 100,000 is again paid
through 1~ls suppliers, and (240,000 - 1QO,-OOO) = 140,000 by M.

The difference between (i)'and (i~) of 90,000 is only dUG to the
higher ilvalue ad.~edll, i.e., the extra marks-up of 500,000 and
400,000. There is no accumulation at all.

In practice, the credit system is applied as follows:

(a) 8ach supplier specifies on his invoic~ the net sales price and the
tax.

Example:- Paper supplier A ~ells 10 tons of paper. to printer B at
5,000 per ton. Tax i~ 10%.

Invoice: 10 tons of paper at 5,000 = 50.000
V,A~T. at 10% 5,000
Amount payable = ~~~~~~

(b) A must pay the tax of 5,000 to the Revenue (assuming that" he is not
entitled to a credit)~

(c) B sells his printed product to private customers, at 60,000 net,
i.e. at 66,000 inclUding t~. B need not (generally: is not allowed
to) specify the tax wher-e sales are made to j.r Lvat e consumers.

(d) B sends a monthly (or 3-monthly) return to the Revenue, with the
following specification:

- V.A.To due on sales
- V.A.T 9 paid to A

- V.A.T. payable

::;: 6,000
::;: 5,000

1,000'
======



(e) If B's sales had only been 40,000 during: the taxaple perio~,
his return would be:

•

- V.A.T. due on sales
- V.A.f& paid to A

- V.A.To to te refunded ./.

4. THE INCIDENCE OF SALES TAX~S

= 4,000
= 5,000

1,000
=t==t:!I==.:. t

Any tax charged on consumer's prices, whether. dir~ctly or' indirectly,
increases the price of consumer goods. In this senGe, sales taxes have an economic
impaot. The purpose of i this paper is not, however, to deal with the general
economics of sales taxes, but to indicate the immediate incidence they may have
on those who ~anufacture distribute €oods~

, (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

In the case of a single retail sales tax, retailers only pay tax when
they sell their pr-oduct s s. The sales' price includes the tax, i.e., the
tax is shifted on in the price to the consumer.

Things become someVlhat difficult if a single tax is imposed at a prior
stag'e, e.e;. the who l esal e stage. Just as in the case under (a), ~r. \'1ill
shift the tax on to R.' in his price. If R. does not sell the goods to
his O\'lnoLlstome.rs, the eff~C?~ is that R. b ear-s the tax burden.

A similar, but more serious, ef'feo.t resul ts from a cumulative multi-stage
tax. In the example ··given under 3(b) above, R.· Hill have paid ( through H,
~nd H's suppliers) a tax of 486,000" If he does not sell anything, he
would in fact bear this tax burden which was meant to be borne by private
consumers, i.eo Rts customerse

Under a non-cumulative sales tax such as V.A.T, no such consequence would
arise. If H, in the example under 3(c) above does not sell al~tbing, he
would be entitled to a refund of the amount of 200,000 paid by him to W.
In other words: R. irlill have goods in stock wh i ch ar e free of any sales
tax burden.

Note: The same applies, of course, in case 1.1 or W do not sell their product ,
:exports are generally treated in the same manner as when no goods are
sold, because an export sale is not made to a resident private consumer.
Thus, the exporter pays no taz, and he is entitled to a refund for tax
paid to his supplier.

This situation is sometimes ~onsidered ~s having the eff~ct of an export
incentive. This paper is not t~e proper place to go into this argument;
if it is true, it vrou Ld also apply to single retail sales taxes wrn.ch
are' equally not imposed on expor t s ,

V.A.T. has other advantages over the other types of taxes. They may be the subject
of more detailed discussions during the Addis Lbaba seminar. A significant draw
back of V.A.T. is that it has negative administrative implications.
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5. PROBLE\iS IN THE ADl\·aNISTRATION OF SALES TAXES

Again, only a few major points are raised in relation to the various main
types of sales taxes dealt with in this paper~

(a) Single sales taxes

If these taxes are imposed at the retail level, the administrative
difficulty arises from the fact that there is a large number of often
very small r-et a i Ler-s , ~:~a.ny of those wi l.I not even keep appropriat e
accounting books. Tax avoidance will be difficult to check~

Imposi~g a single sales tax at the wholesale or manufacturing level
will reduce this difficulty but then other problems arise instead,
such as:

(i) In order to obtain the same revenuG, the rate of tax'w0uld have
to be considerably higher.

(ii) The tax would become a cost element to the persons trac~.ing at sub->
sequent stages. If they cannot pass on the tax to their customers,
'the 'tax would lose its character of a consumption tax.

(iii) A distinction would have to be made between registered and non
registered persons. Transactions b e twe en registered persons
should not be taxable o For a general sales tax covering
essentially all goods this putS-a heavy burden on the tax
administration.

(b) Cumulative multi-stage taxes

Here, the same difficulties arise 'as briefly mentioned above. As soon
as the retail stage is included, the number of taxable persons
constitutes a significant problem.

Uher e the retail stage is excluded, the problems ref erred to under
(a) (ii) and (iii) arise~

(c) Non-cumulative mul ti-stap:e taxes, such as V.AnT. require a sophisticated
system of bookkeeping and administrative control ..

All these problems can be overcome if the tax administration is well
equipped and its staff Hell trained. Zven in the Netherlands where V.A.T. replaced
a cumulative tax, the number of tax officials had to be considerably increased.
In the United Kingdom the replacement of Purchase Tax by V.A.T. required even a
larger increase of staff o

6. CONCLUSIONS

Countries which are in the process of improving their tax administration
should be very careful in enacting sales tax legislation which puts a heavy
burden on the administration.
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Perhaps the best Ha~i of proceeding wouLd be to restructure a country's
indirect tax system step by step. This coulQ be achieved bj combining several
types of indirect taxes wha chiar e rather easy to collect and wh i ch cio not lead
to a too large degree of tax avoidance~

First of all, certain products miCht be subjected to tax at the manufacturing
level in a manner similar to that of excisQ duties. By selecting products of a
luxury nature, the number of taxable persons would be small and the rate could
be high.

Secondly, instead of imposing a general sales tax, a special sales tax should
be .chosen for transactions in those goods the distribution channels of which can
be 'easily traced and checked. The persons involved in these ,channels should be'
registered. All deliveries by them to non-regist ered persons should be taxable,
at fairly high rates. Retailers should in principle be excluded from the
application of the tax. In order to diminish the problem mentioned under 5(a)(ii)
above, a special register micht be set up for those retailers who express their
desire to be so registered and who give proof that their accounting system is
sufficient for the tax administration to regularly check it. Such retailers
could then be given the right to obtain a refund of tax on goods remained unsold.
This brings an element of V.AGT. into such a system, which would be restricted
to a refund and which would put the burden of proof upon the claimant. This
system of a special sales tax combined with a manufacturers' tax on certain luxury
goods could gradually be expanded if the administrative conditions improve.




